[Breast cancer: value of various examinations in the diagnosis of the primary lesion].
Breast physical examination which is enormous help in clinical diagnosis of cancer of the breast is not useful in the diagnosis of early lesions. We analized in this study different complementary examinations we do for the diagnosis of the cancer of the breast. Mammography, though maintaining a 5-7% false negative results is the examination of choice of the breast. Not with standing its simplicity, its contribution with respect to breast and neoplastic biology makes it a useful investigation. The diagnosis obtained through mammography in non palpable tumors permit the use of conservative therapeutic techniques at the same time allowing improvement in curation and survival rates when we deal preferently with Stage I cancer. It is still necessary in our means an information-sensibilization of the female population about breast autoexamination and the need for early specialized medical consultation. Any abnormal breast sign should alert us that more than 2.5 months delay would suppose a difference from a T1 to a T2 tumor.